The exact power distribution of the inter-cell interference is obtained explicitly for cell edge users who are surrounded by circular guard zones. Compared with recent works, the underlying channel model is generalized from Rayleigh fading to a combination of Nakagami fading and Gamma shadowing. In addtion, asymptotic analysis shows that the mean power of intercell interference changes from infinite to finite with a guard zone. Based on this interference distribution, the average capacity at the cell edge is further obtained. Special case approximation indicates that the capacity scales proportionally to the exponential of the guard zone size. Analytical capacities are validated by Monte Carlo simulations.
Introduction
Due to full spectrum reuse and the dense spatial reuse, intercell interference (ICI) becomes the dominant factor, which limits the capacity of the current and the next generation cellular networks. By leveraging stochastic modeling of ICI, Ge et al. [1] recently proposed new results in capacity analysis for multi-cell MIMO network under Nakagami fading and Gamma shadowing. However, the interference model adopted in [1] assumes that the interfering base stations are located in the entire plane. This assumption is not true in a cellular network. In fact, user equipments (UEs) are surrounded by a region without interfering base stations, referred to as guard zone. With guard zone, inter-cell interference models will be significantly different.
Although there is a substantial literature which discusses ICI distribution with the guard zone, the closed form of the distribution in a randomly distributed network under both fading and shadowing is yet to be obtained. Current modeling methods fall into three categories. The first category assumes deterministic locations of base stations [2] , [3] . As cells shrinking in size, base station position becomes more and more random, making the deterministic assumption of base station locations difficult to apply. Another category assumes random distribution of interfering Manuscript sources, and approximates the cumulated interference as a certain known distribution. The approximated distributions include Middleton Class A distribution [4] , symmetric truncated stable distribution [5] and log-normal distribution [6] , [7] . The distributions given by these methods, however, are still not in the exact form. The third category tries to obtain the closed form statistics of ICI for a network following the Poisson Point Process. Due to the high complexity of derivations, available results are still restricted to interfering channels with Rayleigh fading only [8] , [9] , while the effect of shadowing is not included. This letter first derives the power distribution of ICI for cell edge users who are surrounded by the circular guard zone. Interfering base stations are assumed to follow the Poisson Point Process. Compared with channel models used in [8] , [9] , in this letter, fading is generalized from Rayleigh to Nakagami, the effect of shadowing is included, and the antenna setting is extended from the single antenna configuration to MISO configuration. Under this channel model, the closed form moment generating function (MGF) of the interference power distribution is derived. Asymptotic analysis to the MGF shows that the mean power of the ICI changes from infinite to finite with the guard zone. Based on the MGF of ICI, the average capacity at cell edge is further obtained. Compared with the capacity analysis in [1] , the effect of noise, which is ignored in [1] , is also included in this letter. Special case approximation indicates that the capacity scales proportionally to the exponential of the guard zone size. Monte Carlo simulations verify that the cell edge capacity will be significantly underestimated if the interfering base stations are assumed to be scattered in the entire plane. In addition, the shadowing effect also greatly impacts the capacity.
System Model
This letter focuses on down-link MISO channels for cell edge users. Without loss of generality, one single antenna UE at the cell edge is selected for analysis. For simplicity, the distance between the UE and the associated base station is fixed as R a (Fig. 1 ) [1] . Interfering base stations are supposed to follow the Poisson Point Process [10] . They are separated from the UE by at least the minimum cell radius (R i in Fig. 1 ), forming a region without interfering base stations. As the UE moves along the cell edge, the region without interfering base stations is irregular in shape but it is inner bounded by a circle of radius R i , referred to as the Copyright c 2014 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers guard zone. For adjecent base stations, their interference can be reduced by using the Coordinated Multi-Point(CoMP) transmission, resulting in an expanded guard zone. However, cooperative schemes cannot be successfully applied to distant base stations due to the constraint of the maximum tolerable delay spread. This constraint translates to a maximum cooperative range R o ( Fig. 1) , beyond which signals can only be treated as noise. Interference modeling of the cooperative base stations depends on the specific cooperation scheme, so it needs to be analyzed independently. The analysis is rather complicated and is out of the scope of this letter. It is simply assumed that the interference from cooperative base stations can be completely eliminated if inter cell cooperation schemes are adopted.
Independent Nakagami fading is assumed for signals from different antennas, and identical Gamma shadowing is assumed for signals from a same base station. The resulting channel statistics can be described by Generalized K distribution [1] , whose probability density is:
where m is the Nakagami shaping factor, λ and Ω are Gamma shaping and scaling factors respectively, K v (·) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind with order v. N t denotes the antenna number at the base station. In the following derivations, the term N t m is denoted as m t . The Gamma shadowing model is related to the lognormal shadowing model by [1] :
where σ dB and P r are respectively the shadow spread parameter and the area mean reception power in the log-normal shadowing model.
Inter-Cell Inferference Distribution
With the above system model, power of the ICI, denoted as I ici , can be expressed as:
where I b is a random variable of Generalized K distribution, rdr , where λ BS is the base station density. Let t = sr −σ r and then the MGF can be obtained as [11] :
where α = 2/σ r . Equation (2) is not in explicit form due to the improper integral part which can be denoted as:
Next, Z(s, R) is evaluated explicitly under the Generalized K channel. Utilizing the moment generating function of Generalized K distribution given in [12] , the expectation term in Eq. (3) can be explicitly derived as: 
where U(a, b, z) is the confluent hyper-geometric function of the second type. Using the change of variable mλ(Ωt) −1 = z, and substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), yield:
Denote the lower limit mλR σ r (Ωs) −1 in Eq. (5) 
which is consistent with the result in [1] . For the general 
Inserting Eqs. (6), (7) into Eq. (5) Since the moments of the interference distribution are determined by the behavior of the MGF around zero, asymptotic analysis at s→0 is conducted to get more insights into Eq. (8) . The case s→0 corresponds to M→∞. Expanding the Meijer G function at infinity [14] , yields:
where O(·) represents the big O notation. Substituting the series expansion (9) into Eq. (5) and then into Eq. (3), after the cancellation of terms, the asymptotic form of MGF when R>0 can be derived as:
where c 1 and c 2 are constants determined by environmental parameters. Equation (10) shows that the basic property of the interference power distribution is changed due to the guard zone. Without the guard zone, the interference power follows alpha stable distribution [11] , whose mean is unbounded. While based on Eq. (10), even with a small guard zone (as long as R 0), the mean power of the interference is changed to a finite value given by −c 1 .
Capacity Analysis
Although decoding interference symbols and intended symbols simultaneously can achieve higher rate [15] , these schemes are difficult to implement in practice. Therefore, interference symbols are treated as noise in this letter. Furthermore, full channel state information is assumed to be available at the base stations. Under such conditions, cell edge capacity can be calculated using the MGF of ICI and the MGF of the intended link [9] :
where C(R) represents cell edge capacity with a guard zone of radius R. P I represents signal power from interfering base stations, and P 0 represents the power from the associated base station. M I ici is given by Eq. (8), and M |h| 2 is the MGF of the intended link given by Eq. (4). To get more information about the impact of the guard zone, special case analysis is conducted for the high SNR regime, when the intended link is subjected to path loss only. Although this case is not practical, it is helpful for understanding the general trend of the guard zone protected capacity. In this special case, M |h| 2
Since M I ici (s, R) decays to zero faster than a negative exponential function of s α (eq. (2)), the capacity C(R) is dominated by the integral over the neighborhood of (P I /σ 2 N )s = 0. In the high SNR regime, the scaling factor (P I /σ 2 Comparison of cell edge capacity, the result of case R=0 is consistent with that given by [1] . Solid lines show theoretical resuls and markers show simulations. Nt=2, Nr=1, σ dB = 7.
Result and Discussion
The analytical results in Sect. 3 and Sect. 4 are verified by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. Simulation area is in size of 10 km*10 km with UE located at the center. Urban micro scenario is considered with default base station density set to be 1/(π * 0.5 km) 2 . The minimum cell radius R i and the maximum cooperation range R o are set as 0.3 km and 1 km respectively. Other parameters are configured as: m = 1, Ω = 1.256, σ r = 4.0, R a = 0.5 km. In all the scenarios, theoretical results match well with simulation results. Figure 2 makes comparisons with the capacity results of [1] . Comparisons are done in the high SNR regime, with P 0 =P I =30 dBm and σ 2 N =−100 dBm. Under all numbers of Tx antennas at the associated base station, and all scenarios of base station density, capacity will be significantly underestimated if interfering base stations are assumed to be scattered in the entire plane. On average, this underestimation reaches 27% for non-cooperative cases, and 69% for cooperative cases, which is consistent with the trend given by the special case analysis in Sect. 4 . Figure 3 makes comparisons with the capacity results generated by [8] , [9] (No Shadowing). Two shadowing levels are simulated, with P r equals 0.1 and 0.3 respectively. Theoretical capacities given by [8] , [9] are not able to capture the impact of shadowing effect. The impact of shadowing is severer at low SNR regime. This is because both the intended link and the interference links are impacted by shadowing and their effects to the capacity are compromised at the high SNR regime.
Conclusion
Closed-form statistics of the guard zone protected ICI are obtained under nakagami-m fading and gamma shadowing. Asymptotic analysis shows that the property of ICI distribution is fundamentally changed by the guard zone. Average cell edge capacity is further derived. Both special case analysis and numerical simulations demonstrate that assuming Fig. 3 comparisons with the capacity results is generated using the results in [8] and [9] . Solid lines show theoretical resuls and markers show simulations. Nt=4, R = 800 m, σ dB = 7.
interfering base stations, scattering in the entire plane, will significantly underestimate the average capacity. The impact of fading environment to capacity is also studied.
